
Scripture reading: Psalm 119:97-105, inc.

Solo: "How Long Wilt Thou Forget Me, 0 Lord, My God" - Book of Psalms

"Consider and Hear Me, 0 Lord, My God, - -

that

The passage/I read to you thjs morning was from the Book of Psalms, and

ended with verse 105 (of Psalm 119) "Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a

light unto my path."

Many men today seem to think that we do not need a lamp to our feet and a

light to our path. They think that man is able to plot his course, plan his

life ang build wonderful a-wonder-ef-the world.

And when a group of men that have an idea of that like this succeed in

p getting power into their hands s in the case of the Communists in Russia

____ we find them
rRuia and in China / end-in forcing others

in line with their desir and eventually murdering millions of people in

order to carry out their blueptints of what t1y think is going to be for

the welfare of the world. Actually no man is able to plan Mis- a sncietyor
that

life as it should be. All the good things/we have in the world today flow
the spread

from the results of Christian teaching, of Christian character, of! I4a-(.

of knowledge of the Bible. LJCife apart from the Bible is full of

uncertainties. No one of us knows what is ahead of us . No one of us with

the Bible knows what is ahead of ;us. You notice does not say, "Thy

word is a spotlight that can look ahead through all the course of

my life and tell me everything beyond." It is a lamp to my feet and it is

a light toiiiy path. It is a means of knowing how I should live. In the

midst of the uncertainties, the difficulties, the troubles that may be
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